Little literature concentrates on effective and self-organizing regional energy-saving schemes in cellular networks with dynamic traffic. In this paper, we propose a regional self-organizing energy-saving management mechanism through pilot power adjustment in cellular networks. The mechanism analyzes autonomic processes for saving energy firstly. Then, it proposes regional BS TP (Trigonal-Pair) compensation method to determine BS modes for saving energy. Next, it adopts intelligent coverage compensation algorithm to adjust pilot power of compensated BSs, so as to avoid coverage hole and ensure enough capacity. Integrated evaluation model is still proposed in the mechanism to validate efficiency of proposed algorithms. Simulations show that about 17% of regional energy consumption can be saved. In comparison to other ES methods, our ES mechanism can obtain better energysaving outcomes and keep service quality and coverage above acceptable levels.
Introduction
Saving energy for cellular networks (including GSM, 3G, and LTE) contributes to reduction of greenhouse effect and curtailment of operating expense, which make sense of strong practical significance [1] . Varieties of services supplied by wireless networks require higher speed and bandwidth. And accordingly wireless access points should meet highdensity deployment demands as well. In cellular networks, these points (BTS, NodeB, eNodeB, etc.) are key elements of energy consumption, which consume around 80% to 90% of telecommunication networks [2] . For providing continuous services, sizes of cellular networks are designed in accordance with peak traffic. However, during night period load of several access points is fairly low, so much resource and operation costs are wasted [3] . Therefore, saving energy through sleeping several BSs (Base Stations) is feasible. Researches for improvements of wireless cellular networks mainly include two aspects, which are hardware and software separately. Former is demand for more energy efficient BS hardware modules such as power amplifiers. Latter requires enhancement for autonomic management functions. These functions are able to sleep several BSs, and meanwhile control neighbor BSs to compensate their coverage and capacity through signaling [2, 4] .
As a software level method, Energy-Saving (ES) management of cellular networks has been standardized. Definition of 3GPP is followed. Management centre switches off several BS under low traffic period, and meanwhile adjusts wireless parameters (such as pilot power and down tilt) of active BSs, so as to avoid coverage hole and guarantee users' QoS (Quality of Service) demand [5] . To avoid frequent adjustment for network parameters, ES management is categorized to self-optimization use case of SON (Self-Organizing Network). In this case, when triggering conditions is satisfied, network is able to autonomic execute energy-saving actions above without artificial interference. Thereby regional energy saving is achieved [4] . And these definitions have been considered as basic instruction for software level ES method. This paper proposes a self-organizing pilot-power adjusting mechanism (SPAM) to save energy for cellular networks. It can obtain a better ES effect comparing to other methods and guarantee regional coverage and service quality as
Related Work
Currently, little literature concentrates on effective integrated regional energy-saving schemes. ES management of cellular networks faces the following problems.
Firstly, standardizations have not proposed effective solutions for saving energy in cellular networks. ES management use case has been defined, and management functions, requirements, and assessment criteria are specified as well [4, 5] . However, no processes are proposed to execute ES actions. Merely parameters which can be adjusted to achieve ES gains are referred. These standards still does not refer implementation methods or algorithms for regional energy saving. Energy consumption evaluation metrics which are required to compute energy efficiency of ES methods have been analyzed in [6] , but there are not standardized as well.
Secondly, several ES schemes are just from user perspective and are not suitable for dynamic traffic. Besides, these schemes always take on high computation complexities. Simplified centralized and distributed ES algorithms are introduced in [7, 8] , but only load reallocation strategy is considered. ES problems from user perspective are formulated as NP hard problems and given effective resolution algorithms in [9, 10] . But regional coverage blind ratio and service quality under ES duration have not been evaluated. Besides, how to adjust wireless parameters in order to compensate coverage and capacity is also not introduced. Schemes in the literatures are still suitable for ES at a single time point, not the entire time period.
Thirdly, current regional ES schemes are defective. As regional ES schemes mainly resolve ES problems from traffic perspective, they can be formulated much simpler and suitable for dynamic traffic distribution. Though few regional energy-saving schemes have proposed maximized mathematical models and regional compensation methods [11] [12] [13] [14] , but interference is unfortunately neglected. Besides, the BS sites are all based on theoretical deployment. Irregular BS sites under practical scenarios are not considered. Still, BS energy consumption under different modes is very simple and not accurate.
Fourthly, saving energy by deployment of smaller sizes of BSs/cells (for instance, pico-BS/cell and femto-BS/cell) is not suitable for operation network. Though adoption of sleep mode for macrocell can save energy to a certain degree [15, 16] , extra BS construction may bring out additional radio interference in the area. Still, extra costs of the new BSs are not economical.
Fifthly, current energy consumption model is not integrated. Static and dynamic components of BS power in wireless networks have been analyzed [17] . But no precise relationship between traffic and dynamic power part is concluded. Radius variation and its effect to transmit power are analyzed as well [18] . But only propagation model is considered. So evaluation of energy-saving efficiency may be not accurate.
Aiming to resolve the above problems, SPAM gives process of autonomic ES management mechanism, defines several evaluation metrics to validate effect of ES methods, proposes regional ES method for dynamic traffic suitable for operational networks, and analyzes power consumption model of BS.
Processes of Self-Organizing ES Management Mechanism
SPAM proposes self-organizing processes for ES management. The management centre executes ES mechanism according to these processes. These processes include five self-organizing stages (self-monitoring, self-analysis, selfplanning, self-execution, and self-evaluation), which is shown in Figure 1 . Each step is controlled by a centralized management centre. Detailed description is described as follows.
(1) Monitoring regional traffic and power variation. Theoretic capacity of cellular networks depends on number of CE (Channel Element) resource. Thus, occupied CE number is adopted as an important evaluation metric for regional resource usage. Still, regional traffic is computed through the model in [12] when arrival rates and average service time for each service is known.
(2) When network is under NS, if ES triggering conditions are satisfied, which mean regional traffic is lower than ES triggering threshold and duration is longer than buffering time, ES processes are activated and transferred to (4) or else turned back to (1) .
(3) When network is under SS, if recovery conditions are satisfied, which mean regional traffic is higher than ES recovery threshold and duration is longer than buffering time, recovery processes are activated and transferred to (10)otherwise turned to (9) .
(4) According to deployment of BSs, regional TP compensation method determines different BS model based on practicable local compensation.
(5) For BSs which will be to CM, intelligent coverage optimization algorithm is adopted to obtain adjusting values of pilot power. The purpose is guaranteeing regional coverage range and quality and maximizing saving energy of BSs at the triggering time point. Steps (4) and (5) are two key issues of SPAM.
(6) Set pilot power of BSs which will be turned to CM according to the adjusting values in (5). (9) When network is under SS, evaluate service quality (service block probability is taken as an important indicator here), if service quality constraints are satisfied, go back to (1) or else go to (10) .
(10) Turn on all the BSs to NM, and retrieval parameters values of all the BSs to original ones;
(11) Execute handover for user whose service is downgraded to appropriate BSs. Network goes to NS.
(12) Evaluate regional coverage and energy saving ratio and go back to (1) .
In analysis stage, setting of buffering time aims at avoiding frequent control and handover caused by rapid traffic variations. Traffic information for quantities of BS should be obtained and necessary handovers are required for ES management. Moreover, each self-organizing stage should be executed according to the conditions of the whole network. Hence, centralized management function can be deployed in current network management centre. Here, we use OAM (Operation Administration and Maintenance) systems to fulfill these functions. In self-execution stage, OAM systems control BSs and other important network nodes to complete transfer of BS modes and handover for users. Cooperations among BSs are essential. Meanwhile, in order to rapidly recover network states, OAM systems must record parameter values of controlled BS under NM.
Regional TP Compensation Method
Ideally coverage of each BS is circular and each cell is hexagonal. One BS may serve for one or multiple cells. Referring to compensation coverage method through adjustment radiuses of neighbor BSs in [12] and considering symmetry of BS and cells, a theoretical TP under regular BS deployment is proposed in [14] . In order to improve current work, regional TP compensation method proposes local TP compensation scheme, and TP-based regional BS selection scheme suitable for irregular BS deployment. Objective of this method is to determine BS modes when network is under SS. For practical situation with asymmetric deployments and limited resource, more general TP compensation scheme is shown in Figure 3 . Assume that radius of BS 0 is r 0 . And traffic is uniformly distributed in the ES area. Assume that BS set which storage BSs to be composed of TP is denoted as NB.
Local TP Compensation
Besides, TPs of BS 0 are selected as follows.
(1) Find corresponding six BSs with strongest signal strength from neighbor list of BS 0 and then put these BSs to set NB. For BS with omnidirectional antenna, local TP compensation scheme is same as BS with steerable antenna, which will be ignored here.
For multiple choices exist for local TP compensation of single BS, it may bring about additional coverage effect for other BSs. So as to optimize regional coverage quality and energy efficiency, regional TP selection scheme is required to maximize coverage effectiveness of BS under CM. 4.2. Regional TP Selection Scheme. Assume that B represents set of BSs in ES area and S represents modes of BSs. Still assume s i = 0, 1, and 2 mean NM, SM, and CM, separately. Then regional TP selection scheme is described in Algorithm 1. n i j , o i j , and c i j represent numbers of BSs under NM, SM, and CM in tp i j , separately. Let the Normal Ratio (NR), Compensating Ratio (CR), and Sleeping Ratio (SR) are ratios of different BS modes from the above algorithm. Assume that NBSs exist in the network. It is easy to compute that complexity of the algorithm is O(N).
In Algorithm 1, initially each BS is under NM. And we only consider BS with TPs. Still, only TPs without BS under SM can be taken as effective TPs to compensate BS under NM. Moreover, in order to maximize compensation effect for BS under CM, for effective TPs of each BS, the one including maximal number of BS under CM will be chosen. After execution of this algorithm, we can obtain maximal number of BS under SM and minimal number of BS under CM.
However, settings for triggering and recovery conditions still should be determined in order to obtain n i j , o i j , and c i j . Firstly, assume that regional ES triggering and recovery thresholds are equal and both denoted as δ. According to conclusions in [11] [12] [13] [14] , regional traffic varies are almost periodic. And the cycle is always a week. Assume regional peak traffic (monitored by OAM system) during a cycle is Tr max , then we initially set as δ = 2Tr max /3. And after each period, δ = Tr max · min{δ/Tr max , NR+CR} will be taken as a new threshold. Thus, thresholds can be adjusted dynamically. ES triggering and recovery buffering time can be set as 10 minutes to avoid frequency handover for the network and guarantee enough time for analysis stage.
Intelligent Coverage Optimization Algorithm
In cellular networks, coverage is determined by pilot signal (here including BCCH in GSM, CPICH in UMTS, and PDCCH in LTE). When network is under SS, in order to compensate coverage for BS under SM, pilot power adjustments for BS under CM are required. Still, at the triggering time, it is a complex combinatorial optimization problem to adjust pilot power for BSs under CM with coverage and capacity constraints. Intelligent optimization algorithm is required. Mathematical model of regional coverage compensation is discussed in this chapter firstly. Then intelligent algorithm adopted to resolve this model is then introduced. 
find the set of opposite pairs TP i (7) while (10) end while (11) if such j * exists where
Algorithm 1: Regional TP selection scheme. each sector. And d i j (t) denotes distance between user i and BS j. r d j (t) and r u i (t) represent downlink coverage radius of BS j and uplink coverage radius of user i separately. c i jk (t) denotes service state between user i and BS j for service k determined by traffic model. Transmit power of user equipment i is p i tx (t). P j (t), P j Tx (t), and, P j BS (t) separately represent pilot power, transmit power, and entire power for BS j at time t. p ik (t) denotes minimal TCH (Traffic Channel) power of service k for user i at time t. And ν k denotes CE number required for service k. Still, An optimal pilot power vector P = [P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P N ] is required in order to achieve regional coverage compensation objective at time t * . P j Tx (t) in cellular networks consists of the following parts [19] :
α denote ratios of other control channels comparing to pilot power. γ is soft handover factor. In cellular networks offset between p ik (t) and P j (t), which is called o k , is constant and is shown in the following:
Still, components of P j BS (t) (in Watt) are described in (3):
n sector represents sectors served in BS. n Tx and η denote antenna number in each sector and efficiency of power amplifier. P Trans , P Proc , P Rect , P micro , and P airco are power of the transceiver, the digital signal processing, the rectifier, the microwave link, and the air conditioning [17] . It is true that executing ES algorithms and schemes always put additional computation and management burden of the system, and energy consumption may increase as well. However, in our mechanism, these algorithms and schemes are mainly executed in OAM system. Number of these nodes is fairly lower than number of BSs, so their energy consumption is much lesser than BSs. Besides, as we adopt algorithms and schemes with low computation complexity, their additional energy consumption is inappreciable comparing to energy-saving gains for BSs. Considering that this additional energy is minor and hard to be quantified, we just ignore it here.
Relation f between P j BS (t) and P j (t) for BS j can be obtained from the above three equations. From perspective 6 International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks of saving energy, minimal regional consumed power should take the following objective at time t * :
It is easy to find that G(P) is a increasing function for vector P.
Assume that minimal acceptable signal strength of BS receiver is P au . Then for user i, maximal uplink path-loss L i u (t * ) at time t * is shown as follows:
Still, assume that minimal acceptable pilot power strength of edge user is P ad . Then for BS j, maximal downlink path-loss L j d (t * ) is shown as follows:
According to propagation models decided by different scenarios, mapping relation between path-loss L and coverage radius r is shown as follows [20] b(·) is a universal mapping function and suitable for (5) and (6):
From (5), (6) , and (7), relations between P j (t * ) and r d j (t * ), p i tx (t * ), and r u i (t * ) can be obtained and denoted as g(·).
Notice that from (1) to (7) is suitable for BS under CM and NM. For BS under SM, only a little power is consumed in order to keep it controllable, which is denoted as P s .
From perspective of coverage, minimal regional coverage gap is required: min H(P)
In (8), H(P) denotes coverage gap ratio in ES area. A and O lq represent entire ES area and overlap area between BS l and BS q. It is can be easily proved that H(P) is a decreasing function for vector P. Then H(P) and G(P) are contradictory. However, coverage requirement should be guaranteed when ES actions are executed. So H(P) can be taken as a constraint for G(P). Based on the above analysis, when user i is on service, values for item c i jk (t) are shown as follows:
In order to guaranteeing resource, transmit power and coverage gap constraints, following requirements should be satisfied for G(P):
In (10), β is upper limit for coverage gap. P min Tx and P max Tx separately denote the minimal and maximal values of BS transmit power. V j is available CE number of BS j, and ω j denotes margin ratio in V j for soft handover and inference.
Simulated Annealing Algorithm for Coverage Compensation.
Assume that P T is value set for P, and then P T is a real value space. It's easy to prove that problem described above is NP-hard. As a general random search algorithm, Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm can effectively resolve NP-hard problems. Still, its advantages include avoidance of local optimization, independence of initial value and theoretical global optimization [21] . Though convergence time of this algorithm is a little low, but our problem is not time sensitive. So this algorithm is suitable for above model. Based on analysis in last section, natural number coding will be adopted to represent state for P. Noticed that SA algorithm is suitable to resolve problem without constraints, 
σ, χ and σ are separately penalty factors for BS transmit power, BS capacity and coverage. T k is temperature of SA. P U = {y | y > P max Tx } denotes number set which exceeds maximal transmit power of BS. P L = {y | y < P min Tx } denotes number set which is lower than minimal transmit power of BS. sg(x) is a piecewise nonnegative function and shown as followed:
Penalty will enlarge along with temperature decrease. Thus in the initial stage global search will be executed, and local search will be obtained in the final stage.
Procedures of SA algorithm for coverage compensation are shown in Figure 4 . The detailed steps are shown followed.
Step 1. Choose an initial solution P ∈ P T , give initial temperature T 0 , and terminal T f . Set iterative metrics k = 0, T k = T 0 . Specify inner loop time n(T k ) and set inner loop counter n = 0.
Step 2. Randomly generate a neighbor solution P ∈ N(P) ∈ P T . N(P) denotes neighbor solution set of P. P can be obtained through change value of a random item in P. Set n = n + 1 and compute increment of objective named Δz and Δz = z(P ) − z(P);
Step 3. If Δz < 0, let P = P and go to Step 4; otherwise generate ξ = U(0, 1), if exp(−Δz/T k ) > ξ, then let P = P .
Step 4. If heat balance is achieved, which means n > n(T k ), go to Step 5; otherwise go to Step 2.
Step 5. Decrease T k and let k = k + 1. If T k < T f , terminate the algorithm, otherwise reset n(T k ) and let n = 0; go to Step 2.
Begin
Generate P ∈ P T , k = 0, T k = T 0 Set n(T k ), n = 0
Generate P  ∈ P T , n ← n + 1 However, SA algorithm may accept several bad solutions, so the final solution may worse than best solution. Thus, best solutions during the computed process should be saved.
The pilot power of each BS will adjust to the value generated by this SA algorithm. Thus, regional coverage and capacity compensation are achieved.
Integrated Evaluation Model
Algorithms in Sections 4 and 5 mainly aim to time point t * . And when network is under SS, BS modes and pilot values will keep on the outcomes generated by these algorithms. As shown in processes of SPAM, in order to verify ES outcome, we should evaluate the service quality during the ES interval. Moreover, regional coverage and energy efficiency still should be evaluated when network returns back to NS. As a tradeoff, ES gain is obtained through several scarifications for other properties. In this paper, in order to compensate coverage, capacity, and quality for BS under SM, we adjust pilot power of neighbor BS to accommodate coverage and capacity. That is, power and resource of BS under CM will be sacrificed. In order to verify the effeteness of our mechanism, we should explore the scarifications and gains from perspectives of service quality, regional coverage, and energy efficiency.
Service Quality Evaluation.
In cellular networks, service blocking probability is an important indicator of service quality [12] , which will be adopted here to evaluate the effect of SPAM.
Assume that traditional traffic model based on Markovian processes with multiclass M/M/N/0 queue is adopted as referring to [13] , and required bandwidth of service k is b i . For each cell of BS j, users generate service k according to a poisson process with rate λ jk (t) (including incoming handovers) and no queuing is possible. Mean service time for service k call is 1/μ k , the mean time spent by the user in one cell is 1/μ h . Then state space of one cell can be denoted by the numbers of active users in each service, n k (t) for service k at time t, to a vector q(t) = (n 1 (t), n 2 (t), . . . , n K (t)). Then possible states for the cell is given by Q(t) as follows:
B U is the bandwidth that can be used in the cell. Then steadystate probabilities for this model are as follows.
π q(t) = π(n 1 (t), n 2 (t), . . . , n K (t))
where ρ k = λ jk (t)/(μ k + μ h ) is the traffic load of service k. Then blocking probability for service k in the cell, denoted as
And Q i (t) is shown as follows:
Moreover, average number of active user for service k at time t is
And c i jk (t) can be obtained from (17) at time t.
Regional Coverage Evaluation. Algorithm in Section 5
gives a theoretical compensation for regional coverage. In order to verify effect to coverage quality by SPAM, regional coverage should be evaluated after ES recovery. And power signal strength and corresponding E c /I o of pilot channel are most direct indicators. Assume that at time t received RSCP (Received Signal Code Power) received by user i from BS j which supply service is ρ i j (t), and corresponding pilot power E c /I o is κ i j (t). Wireless propagation parameters set affect these two variables is Ω, then ρ i j (t) and κ i j (t) can be represented by (18) shown as follows [22] :
So as to guarantee regional coverage, when network is under SS probability distributions of ρ i j (t) and κ i j (t) should satisfy several requirements, as
ρ min and κ min denote the lower limits of ρ i j (t) and κ i j (t) when service is supplied. F x (C) represents cumulative probability function for x when condition C is satisfied.
6.3. Regional Energy Efficiency Evaluation. Energy efficiency denotes regional energy saving ratio of ES algorithms. It is the most important indicator to evaluate ES outcome. Assume that period of traffic variation is T P . In one period, NM intervals and SM intervals of network are alternate. If NS durations are set as [t 2i , t 2i+1 ], i = 0, 1, . . . , W, then SM intervals are [t 2 j+1 , t 2 j+2 ], j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , W − 1. And we can set t 0 = 0 and t 2W+1 = T P . For the network, energy consumption during SS denoting as P ES is shown below:
P j BS−NS (t) and P j BS−ES (t) are power of BS under NS and CS, which satisfy relation from (1) to (7) . When network is under SS, energy-saving ratio during SS intervals denoting as E s is the following:
Assume energy-saving ratio on the whole period is E e , it is shown as follows:
From above the analysis, we can get a more accurate energy consumption evaluation model.
Simulations and Discussions
This section introduces simulation and analysis of SPAM, and integrated evaluation model is still validated. Moreover, SPAM is compared to another two ES methods in the references to evaluate its efficiency. 7.1. Scenario Description. SPAM will be simulated under an urban region of WCDMA in Qualnet. Top view of simulation scenario is shown in Figure 5 . Region size is 3 km × 3 km, and street width is 20 m. A square shaped garden with size of 200 m × 200 m is located in centre of this region. Heights of all the buildings are between 20 m and 40 m. 16 homogeneous BSs (here is NodeB) are deployed on top of buildings and distances among these BSs are between 600 m and 700 m. Each BS contains three sectors and are all managed by the same OAM system. ID of each cell is automatically generated by Qualnet.
For these BSs, carrier frequency is 2.13 GHz. width of horizontal half-power antenna beam is 65 degree, and width of vertical half-power antenna beam is 10 degree. Initial tilt, antenna gain, and radiation efficiency of antenna are 8 degree, 15 dBi, and 0.8, separately. Besides, available [17] for UMTS BS.
In the area, AMR 12.2 kbps voice service and CS 64 kbps video call are provided. COST231-HATA propagation model is adopted to estimate path loss. Initial link budget parameters set Ω can be found in Table 1 for voice/video call service. Shadowing fading model is lognormal distributed with average value of 4 dB, and fast fading model is Rician distributed.
Practical arrival rates in one cell obtained from an urban area in Beijing is adopted and shown in Figure 6 for one week. From the arrival rates variation we can find that cycle is one week. And variation during weekend is different from weekday. 1/μ k for them are 3 minutes and 5 minutes, and 1/μ h for them are 10 minutes and 15 minutes. From service quality evaluation model, we can obtain that peak active user for voice and video call in one cell are 30 and 10.
In our simulation, other important parameter configurations for intelligent coverage optimization algorithm and integrated evaluation model are shown in Table 2 .
Besides, in SA algorithm, Change step of each P i is 1 dBm. At the beginning, each P j is set as 33 dBm. Cool function is set T k+1 = 0.8T k .
For transmit power, maximal transmit power of BS under NM is 43.01 dBm. Assume that when network is under SS, power of BSs under SM is 5% of maximal one. In order to maintain management function, pilot power of BS under CM should keep on the optimal values computed by SPAM.
Analysis of Simulation Result.
A near-sinusoidal traffic variation is obtained in ES region for each hour can be seen in Figure 7 . It is easy to find that traffic variations from Monday to Friday (work time) are similar. Still, traffic variations from Saturday to Sunday (weekend) are alike as well and lower than work time. Moreover, traffic during 23:00 to 7:00 (called as night time) of each day is fairly slight.
Through simulation, SPAM will be executed each time when ES triggering conditions are satisfied. For example, in Monday when SPAM is executed, the best value is obtained when iteration time is 143, and values of H(P) and G(P) are 1.998% and 20.039 KW separately. Moreover, all users can be accepted and none BS is overloaded.
More detailed result of SPAM during Monday is shown in Table 3 . NodeB numbering is similar with numbering in Figure 5 . Modes of each NodeB and pilot power value can be observed. During this period, values of NR, SR, and CR are 0.375, 0.25, and 0.375 separately. Energy saving time is 10.15 hour with E s = 39.78% and E e = 14.21% for Monday. In fact SR will increase with a larger ES region. So this mechanism is more suitable for large area with denser BS deployments. SPAM will then be evaluated during one week to assess its efficiency comparing to two representative methods. One is centralized algorithm (we call it as CA) in [8] and other one is switched off scheme (we call it as SoS) in [12] . CA is an algorithm from user perspective, and SoS is an algorithm from regional traffic perspective. We choose them for the following reasons: (1) they are all centralized algorithms; (2) they are both suitable for ES of UMTS; (3) the evaluated metrics are similar. So comparisons among them will be more convincing.
Firstly, evaluation of service quality for the three methods with cell having highest load can be seen in Figure 8 . In current cellular networks, target of blocking probability should below 0.01. From Figure 8(a) , we can find that blocking probability of video call is higher than voice, and values for Sunday and Saturday are fairly low for the arrival rates are slow. Figures 8(b) , 8(c), and 8(d) show that when network is under SS, blocking probability is higher than NS, which means that ES methods will degrade QoS. However, all the methods will guarantee the blocking probability quality. CA takes on best performance here. And all of three ES methods can guarantee service quality.
Then regional coverage will be evaluated. Cumulative probabilities of CPICH RSCP and corresponding E c /I o can be seen in Figures 9 and 10 . Figure 9 shows that for network with non-ES method, with SPAM, with CA, and with SoS, F(·) for RSCP (more than or equal to −95 dBm) are 99.48%, 98.23%, 98.02%, and 98.13%, which are above target value.
Corresponding to RSCP value, Figure 10 shows that for network with non-ES method, with SPAM, with CA, and with SoS, F(·) for E c /I o (equal to or more than −12 dB) are 100%, 97.32%, 97.74%, and 98.23%, which are above target value as well. So from coverage perspective, each method still keeps on acceptable levels.
Still, ES methods may affect signal strength a little. For the three ES methods, SPAM possesses strongest signal distribution, so the weak coverage problem caused by BS under SM can be resolved. However, due to adjustments to pilot power, interference of SPAM may be higher than CA, and SoS, that is tradeoff among ES and coverage.
Regional energy efficiency will be evaluated at last, as shown in Figure 11 . Regional ES time, E s , and E e are compared for SPAM, CA and SoS. We can find that SPAM can obtain longest ES time during one week (about 103 hours) and takes on best energy efficient during ES time (saving about 41% of entire energy consumption) and the whole time period (saving about 17.36% of entire energy consumption).
The above analysis shows that as a self-organizing ES method, SPAM can autonomic monitor regional traffic variations and execute corresponding actions when ES triggering or recovery conditions are satisfied. Comparing to other ES methods in cellular networks, SPAM can save most energy consumption and meanwhile guarantee service quality and better regional coverage as well.
Conclusions and Future Work
Aiming at design of effective self-organizing regional energysaving scheme, SPAM is proposed for cellular networks in this paper. It describes self-organizing processes of saving energy, proposes a more general BS selection scheme, an intelligent coverage optimization algorithm, and integrated evaluation model. Simulation on Qualnet shows that SPAM can save at least 17% regional energy consumption and meanwhile guarantee regional coverage, capacity, and service quality, which take on more efficient comparing to other ES methods.
However, as a centralized management mechanism, SPAM is suitable for current cellular networks. Due to that distributed management manner is more suitable for large and complex networks with heterogeneous cell deployments (femtocell, picocell, etc.), SPAM will be extended for selforganizing saving energy under multiple frequencies, multiple cell styles, and multiple service categories. Other network parameter (such as down tilt) adjustment for saving energy are still under current research.
